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Abstract: In case of computer control systems which require application of optimal control
algorithms, it is required to have immediate access to state variables of the controlled system.
When these state variables are unavailable or cannot be measured, it is necessary to use state
observers that the reconstruct required system state based on extrapolation of the system input
and output signals. However, the latest trends in control systems applications express additional
requirements regarding increased flexibility and ability to adjust to changing environment
conditions. This results in a combination of classic control algorithms with various modern
techniques of supervision and control which leads to design of hierarchical multilayer computer
control systems. In some cases, depending on deployment environment, there may appear some
constraints or additional requirements to be satisfied, which may reduce the range of possible
solutions. This applies especially to embedded systems, where resource constraints are always
an issue which has to be taken into account.
This paper presents a new architecture for control systems with hierarchical exact state
observers. The architecture incorporates policy-based computing to facilitate flexible, reconfigurable supervision logic and the achievement of environment awareness.
Keywords: exact state observers, policy based computing, computer control systems
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays in the control systems domain one can meet
many implementations that combine well known and commonly used classic control algorithms with various systems
of higher level supervision. Most of these systems take
advantage of expert knowledge, other ones use learning
techniques. A combined control systems takes advantage of
well known and popular control algorithms on the one side
and flexibility and means of dynamic reconfiguration provided by additional supervision levels. This reconfiguration
is considered to be a change in the decision making logic
that affects the supervised lower level system, changing its
behavior for a given set of circumstances..
Embedded platforms introduce many restrictions regarding possible methods of dynamic reconfiguration. These
restrictions result from the typical constraints met in embedded systems, which include: limited processing power,
small amounts of memory, low power availability and
typically real-time ioperation because of the types of application present. These restrictions exclude some more
resource hungry or time consuming reconfiguration algorithms and techniques.
This paper is concerned with exact state reconstruction
by the use of integral state observers. In particular we

are interested in how such algorithms can be dynamically
reconfigured for optimal performance. These specific observers have some features that make them suitable for use
in real time systems, including (Byrski and Fuksa (1984)),
(Fuksa and Byrski (1984)):
• possibility of on-line computation of the exact state
x(t) based on finite time moving observation window
[t − T, t],
• possibility of exact state reconstruction for any assumed finite time window of width T > 0,
Actually, there are numerous techniques that can be used
to introduce dynamic reasoning or dynamic system reconfiguration. These include inter alia fuzzy logic, ANNs
(Artificial Neural Networks) and genetic algorithms. In
case of rule-based (Mamdani’s) fuzzy logic systems the reasoning or reconfiguration decisions are based on set of rules
specified usually at expert level. However, in many cases
using rules only may not be optimal (or not sufficiently
flexible) from the point of view of reasoning efficiency
in case of more complex dependencies between available
inputs (context information). Though fuzzy-neuro systems
take an advantage of learning process in terms of avoiding
manual specification of long sets of reasoning rules, the
learning process itself is in many cases too time consuming
in order to adjust the system to the environment changes.

Artificial Neural Networks suffer from the same problems,
additionally it is much more resource consuming than for
example simple rule-based fuzzy systems. Quick reconfiguration of the decision making system seems to exclude
as well all evolutionary algorithms, which have high lag as
they converge to the target function over many iterations.
Another problem is the numerical complexity of the exact
state reconstruction algorithm. This algorithm is based on
numerical integration of matrix equations, thus it’s quality
(but also efficiency) is strongly dependant on the number
of integration steps. Demand of good quality of the state
reconstruction results in very high requirements regarding
sufficient processing power and available operating memory which leaves a narrow margin for implementation of
dynamic reconfiguration features.
In this situation policy-based computing seems to be a very
reasonable reconfiguration technique, being an ideal tradeoff between flexibility (high) and resource requirements
(low).
The remainder of this paper is set out as follows. Section
2 contains theoretical background and provides a formal
description of continuous integral state observer. Section 3
gives a brief description of policy-based computing, section
4 describes a new architecture of integral state observer
with policy-based supervision. Section 5 evaluates the
new integral state observer architecture Sections 6 and 7
contain respectively a conclusion and discussion of some
open problems regarding implementation of policy-based
computing in computer control systems.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH
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In classic control theory and its applications a common
practice in the estimation of inaccessible for measurement
state vector of a linear system is the use of Luenberger type
observers. D. G. Luenberger in his PhD dissertation (1963)
and in [1] proposed the structure of the observer derived
directly from the differential form of Kalman Filter (KF)
(Kalman (1960), (Kalman (1961)), [3]. Next we see a few
subsections.

Two integrals for every t represent two measurement windows with expanding width. However, calculation of x̄(t)
is much easier by the use of any recursive numerical procedure for solution of equation (1) rather than by (2). The
power of modern computers makes possible the application
of quite different on-line observation algorithms. They reconstruct the value of the current state vector exactly. The
calculations must be based on finite time moving windows
and finite history of measurement samples of input u and
output y.
In 1966 Gilchrist (Gilchrist (1966)) proposed an exact
state observer based on so called n-observability condition.
The exact state x ∈ Rn was calculated from knowledge
of the system’s output at only n discrete measurement
points (discrete history output window) and from the
system’s continuous input measurements (continuous
input history window). The structure of the observer
was derived directly from system output equation. In a
similar way one can derive the full continuous version
of an integral observer for exact reconstruction of initial
state value for continuous measurements of both input and
output signals. It is directly based on the definition of state
observability.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)

At

y(t) = Ce x(0) + C

ε̇(t) = ẋ(t) − x̄˙ (t) = F ε(t); ε(t) 6= 0; t → ∞
Unfortunately the real state x(0) and hence the initial error ε(0) as well as the function error ε(t) are unknown. The
only certainty is that the solution of state estimate x̄(t)
tends to the real state asymptotically and theoretically
reaches it but in infinity x̄(t) → x(t). The design technique
for the gain matrix G in the Luenberger observer is the
eigenvalue placement method. The optimal gain matrix
G in KF is calculated based on stochastic properties of
measurement disturbances in input u and system output y
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For observable systems there is possibility of choosing matrix G in many ways that the matrix F will be asymptotic
stable. Then we have

(3)

where x(t) ∈ Rn , u(t) ∈ Rr and y(t) ∈ Rm for ∀t ≥ 0,
m < n and the initial state x(0) is unknown. Assume that
we measure the control u and the output y on the interval
[0, T ] where T is the fixed observation time. Our purpose
is to determine the state x(0). The output of system for
t ∈ [0, T ] has well known form

F

= F x̄(t) + Bu(t) + Gy(t); x̄(0) 6= 0

0

0

Let’s consider an LTI (Linear Time-Invariant) observable
system

2.1 State reconstruction in dynamic systems

x̄˙ (t) = (A − GC) x̄(t) + Bu(t) + Gy(t) =
| {z }

and least-squares error approach. Matrix G is the solution
of well known Riccati differential equation or in simplified
version - an algebraic Riccati equation. The formal solution of equation (1)

For x(0) calculation one should multiply both side of the

′
equation (4) by transposition CeAt and next integrate
equation over interval [0, T ]. The real Gram matrix M is
nonsingular for any T.

M=
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Then the formula for x(0) reconstruction has a form
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or
x(0) =
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In the same way one can built the exact state observer
of final state x(T ) which is more convenient for on-line
control than x(0). The output of system (3) based on x(T)
has the form
ZT
−A(T −t)
(6)
y(t) = Ce
x(T ) − C eA(t−s) Bu(s)ds
t

For x(T ) calculation one should multiply both side of
the equation (6) by and integrate it within [0, T ]. For
observable system the real Gram matrix M is nonsingular
for any T.

M=
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′
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Then formula for x(T ) one can obtain by inversion of M

x(T ) =
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x(T ) =
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G1 (t)y(t)dt +
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In 1992 Medvedev and Toivonen (Medvedev and Toivonen
(1992)) proposed another version of the above continuous
initial state observer 5 with the use of discrete measurement of the output. Such types the observer were termed
f́inite memory deadbeat observeránd were used in different
application e.g. for fault detection (Medvedev (1996)).
A similar approach and application of exact observers to
diagnosis was presented in (Nuninger et al. (1998)) by the
use of full discrete version of the above observer (with
discrete measurements of both output y and control u).
Some other least squares version of finite memory deadbeat observer was presented in (James (1990)) and (Hocine
et al. (2005)). Generally there is an infinite number of
special matrices G1 and G2 which guarantee exactness of
state observation by the observers of type (5) or (7).
The exactness in reconstruction of the state by the use
of integral observer is valid only under assumption of
perfect input-output measurements i.e. no input-output
noise or disturbances occur. However, in practical case of
noisy measurements the use of integral observers gives also
reconstruction error. The optimal observer which should
give minimal norm of reconstruction error should have
also minimal value of its own norm from the point of
view noisy measurement of u and y. To this end function
matrices G1 (t) and G2 (t) should be carefully chosen from

the class of all admissible observer matrices. Unfortunately
the versions of exact observers (5) and (7) do not have
their own minimal norm, this also applies to the above as
mentioned applications. It is because the authors assumed
that the input function (control produced by computer
algorithm) is perfectly known and for state calculation
there is no need for its measurement. The last assumption
however in practical application is not always proper
because the input signal produced by actuator may differ
from the computer control signal.
Hence, all the above versions of exact state observers
are only special subclasses, which may by derived from
general exact and optimal observer theory. This theory
was formulated and presented by Byrski and Fuksa in
1984. In (Byrski and Fuksa (1984)), (Fuksa and Byrski
(1984)) the problems of general structure and optimality
of the exact continuous state observers were solved. This
theory also originates from definition of observability and
uses functional analysis technique similar to presented in
(Rolewicz (1972)). The authors proposed a deterministic
approach to disturbances and to exact and optimal state
observation for which the relations were formulated generally in function Hilbert spaces U, Y. Such type of the
observer must have the structure of two linear continuous
functions. It is because based on two continuous pieces of
functions u and y given on finite time interval [0, T ], the
observer should provide the real unknown number (vector)
x ∈ Rn . On the other hand by the Riesz Representation
Theorem every linear continuous function in Hilbert space
can be expressed as inner product. Hence the structure of
the observer has to be given by two inner products: one
product of continuous output function y ∈ Y and special
observation (filtering) function G1(τ ) ∈ Y and the second
one with the input function u ∈ U and special observation
(filtering) function G2(τ ) ∈ U on interval [0, T ]. After the
first observation interval [0, T ] the observer reconstructs
the exact value x(T ) and hence x(t) for ∀t ∈ T . Choosing
different input-output Hilbert spaces one can obtain different formula for finite state exact observer. As the second
problem - the optimal structure of the above observer was
derived, with minimal norm. This optimal structure was
based on optimal shape of functions G1 (.), G2 (.), which
should be chosen in such a way that they fulfill observability requirements and minimize the norm of the observer in
chosen Hilbert spaces Y and U. In this norm the weight
factor α is connected with the norm of G1 and represents
the norm of output disturbances and the weight factor β
is connected with the norm of G2 and represents the norm
of input disturbances. For different α, β different optimal
observers are derived. The optimal observer with minimal
norm guarantees minimal state reconstruction error for the
worst case if disturbances of y and u are bounded and
belong to unit balls.
The very special case (if absence of input measurement
noises is assumed) is represented by the weight factor β
equal to zero, β = 0. For this case the optimal integral
observer gives continuous version of observer (Medvedev
and Toivonen (1992)) as in (5) or (7).
In (Byrski and Fuksa (1984)) and (Fuksa and Byrski
(1984)) it was assumed that the disturbances will have
bounded norm (belong to the unit balls). If the spaces Y
and U are chosen as L2 [0, T ] the inner products are repre-

sented by an integral operators. Hence in all authors publications the name ’integral observers’ was used to underline
its contrary type to differential structure of Kalman Filter
or Luenberger observer. The extended results of the online exact observation and application were presented in
(Byrski (1993b)), (Byrski (1993a)), (Byrski (1995)). In paper (Byrski (1993b)) the integral observers with Expanding and Moving Observation Window MWO (sliding window) and their differential versions were given. In (Byrski
(1993a)) a generalization to disturbances from an ellipsoid
was derived and in (Byrski (1995)) the applications to
LQR stabilization of distillation column was presented.
In (Byrski and Kubik (1998)) the integral observer was
used for state observation in distributed parameter system
(heat equation). In (Byrski (2003)) a survey for the exact
and optimal state observers was given. In (Byrski and
Pelc (2004)) authors investigated the cooperation of KF
and integral observers. In (Byrski and Pelc (2005b)) the
new discrete version of exact and optimal observer version
was presented. In (Byrski and Pelc (2005a)), (Byrski and
Pelc (2006)), (Pelc and Byrski (2007)), (Byrski and Pelc
(2005c)) multi observer approach to optimal observation
was proposed. Different observers with different windows
widths used simultaneously can reconstruct the state with
minimal error for different norm of disturbances. Computational algorithm by switching procedure and its parallel
decomposition can choose the best observer for the current
situation.

is that the norm of the observer depends on T. The norm
increases with decreasing T. When T tends to zero the
norm tends to infinity (Byrski (1993a)). Hence, in practice
for disturbed measurements of y and u the reconstruction
error (estimated by the norm of observer) will be less for
bigger T. Therefore we can determine the minimum value
of T to guarantee admissible state reconstruction error or
use simultaneously different observers with different values
of Ti for adaptive switching.

In on-line state reconstruction we can use the optimal
integral observer as a moving observation window observer
MWO with fixed width T of the window. Namely, from (7)
we have for every t ≥ T and for any output y and input
u, so also for arbitrarily shifted y and u.

where the dimensions of function matrices G01 (T, τ ),
G02 (T, τ ) are (n×m) and (n×r), respectively. The optimal
matrices G1,2 are functions of two parameters - the fixed
observation time T and the time τ ∈ [0, T ]. In the sequel
we will omit the first argument in writing. One should
choose matrix G1 from the set of all admissible matrices
which fulfill the constraint
ZT
G1 (τ )Ce−A(T −t) dτ = I
(10)

x(t) =

ZT
0

G1 (τ )y(T − t + τ )dt +

ZT

G2 (τ )u(T − t + τ )dτ

0

or after changing limits of integration
Zt
Zt
x(t) = G1 (T − t + τ )y(τ )dt+ G2 (T − t + τ )u(τ )dτ (8)
t−T

t−T

From this it follows that the observer forms the windows of
width T shifted along time axis. After the multiplication
of functions G1,2 () by y and u measurements on [t − h, t]
and product integration for each t it gives the exact state
x(t) for t ≥ h. The value of x(t) does not depend on the
chosen interval h. Moreover, the matrices G1 (τ ), G2 (τ ) do
not depend on the current time t and are calculated on
interval [0, h] only once (off-line). The problem of current
and fast calculation of two integrals for every t does not
belong to observation theory and is just numerical and
hardware problem.
The important problem for the integral observer is the
choice of the width T of the observation window. Theoretically, if there are no disturbances in measurements
the exact state reconstruction does not depend on T and
generally on the norm of the observer. Hence, from the
computation effort point of view and for decreasing the
delay of exact reconstruction the width T should be as
small as possible. On the other hand the main statement

The properties of closed-loop systems with MWO and
static LQ controller were discussed in Byrski, Fuksa
(Byrski and Fuksa (1984)). In particular, it was proved
that system with static controller and MWO in a closed
loop has the same eigenvalues as the system with controller
only. This means that the rank of the closed system with
the MWO observer is the same as without the observer;
this is a better situation than in classical LQG systems.
2.2 The optimal form for integral observers in space
L2 [0, T ]
Let a linear system (3) be given. The optimal observer
equation is
ZT
ZT
0
(9)
x(T ) = G1 (T, τ )y(τ )dt + G02 (T, τ )u(τ )dτ
0

0

0

where I is an n × n identity matrix, (Byrski and Fuksa
(1984)), (Fuksa and Byrski (1984)). Then admissible matrix G2 should fulfill the constraint
Zτ
(11)
G2 (τ ) = G1 (s)Ce−A(τ −s) Bds
0

The squared norm of the observer is:
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n
n
n
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X
X
X
ij
ij
αi
βi
(g1 (τ ))2 +
(g2 (τ ))2  dτ (12)
J= 
0

i=1

j=1

i=1

j=1

The minimum of (12) is given by elements g1ij (τ ), g2ij (τ )
of matrices G1 and G2 , which are as small as possible (in
the sense of norm in L2 ). Optimal matrices have the form,
(Byrski and Fuksa (1984))
G01 (t) = P1 (t)C ′ , G02 (t) = P2 (t)B

(13)

where i -th columns of P1 (t) and P2 (t) are given by
−1

pi1 (t) = Φi11 (t) [Mi′ ] ei
−1
pi2 (t) = Φi21 (t) [Mi′ ] ei

(14)

and fundamental i -th matrices for i=1,..., n,

 i
Φ11 (t) Φi12 (t)
i
Wi t
Φ (t) = e
=
Φi21 (t) Φi22 (t)
and Hamiltonian Matrix


A
γi BB ′
i
W =
C ′ C −A′

(15)

(16)

where γi = βi /αi and Gram matrices Mi

Mi′

=

ZT

′

e−A (T −t) C ′ CΦi11 (τ )dτ

0

For weight factors α = 1, β = 0 from the above formula
one can obtain the observer derived by (7). For α = β = 1
the solution of the optimization has simpler form
G01 (T, τ ) = M −1 Φ′11 (τ )C ′
G02 (T, τ ) = M −1 Φ′21 (τ )B
The real Gram matrix M −1 is of the form:

 T
Z
M −1 = eAT  Φ11 (τ )C ′ CeAτ dτ  ,

(17)

(18)

0

and two elements of the fundamental matrix Φ(t) are
obtained from:




Φ11 (τ ) Φ12 (τ )
A
BB ′
Wt
(19)
, Φ(t) = e =
W =
Φ21 (τ ) Φ22 (τ )
C ′ C −A′
Matrices (17) for the given observation time T can be
calculated off-line in interval [0, T ] and then applied online in optimal filtering moving window. The norm (12) of
the observer is the function of chosen observation time T .
2.3 Policy-based reconfiguration in control systems
The idea of integration of policy-based computing with
classical control algorithms is a new and promising research area especially in case of embedded control systems. The main reason is that policies usually are quite
lightweight from the point of view of resource consumption
in comparison to other methods of expert-knowledge based
systems (ANN’s, fuzzy logic systems, etc.). Our research
seems to be a very promising and quite unique attempt of
this kind of integration, though it is related to some work
described in the reminder of this section.

An idea of real-time reconfiguration in response to quality
of service (as the context information) over the communication network is described in (Chen et al. (2009)).
The context information is being processed based on a
neuro-genetic method. In the result the NCS’s (Networked
Control System) bandwidth is shared properly among different parallel control tasks using a scheduling algorithm.
The NCS has to have reconfiguration ability in order to
accommodate to the environment changes quickly, smartly
and flexibly to maintain real time performance. Contrary to our solution this approach has learning capability
(supported by ANNs) which enables the reconfigurable
scheduling to work in an intelligent way based on the
history knowledge about QoS variations and to act in advance. The downside of this approach in comparison to our
policy-based solution is significantly higher requirements
regarding deployment system resources.
Adding any level of higher level supervision to an existing control system results in creation of hierarchical
control system. An example of complex control system
for autonomous vehicles (in this case a helicopter testbed
was the implementation platform) is presented in (Wills
et al. (2000)). In this approach the Open Control Platform (OCP) is presented where a new control algorithms
are integrated with some components which interact in a
distributed environment. This is to provide means of online
reconfiguration and adaptation to react to unpredictable
environmental changes. The OCP itself supports flexible
component integration, providing an abstract interface
based on familiar controls engineering concepts, such as
block diagram components, input and output ports, and
signals.
3. POLICY-BASED DECISION-MAKING SYSTEMS
Policy-based computing is a technique of separating out
the static aspects of a system’s control logic from the
dynamic parts (policies) which are easily replaceable as
a means of changing the systems’ configuration and behavior. This approach thus supports the development of
self-configurable or autonomous systems and provides an
interface to describe interactions/dependencies between a
system and its environment (these interactions are usually
specified as a policy). The role of each policy is to decide
how the system behaviour should change in response to
contextual environmental conditions. These policies are
designed to be replaced with other policies if a change
in the logic is required.

Policy-based decision making systems are of high flexibility
and have limited resource requirements the deployment
In (Heinis (2008)) an experimental study of zero-configuration
system should satisfy (e.g. to store and evaluate the
policies tuned automatically based on analytical models policy).
of the controlled systems is presented. The application to
a distributed workflow execution engine called JOpera as For large or complex systems, the logic is usually diwell as a comparison with a standard PID controller is vided into functional components and centralized control
shown. The policy itself is used for tuning an autonomic is undesirable from scalability and robustness points of
PID controller in response to the engine’s performance view. Similarly, the policy logic can be localized to the
(provided by the performance monitor) according to spe- component level, placing policy logic at the point it is
cific control strategies. Based on the performance infor- needed to make specific strategic decisions and avoiding
mation (context information) the autonomic controller de- the overheads and rigidities of centralized design. This
cides whether a reconfiguration is needed using a specified was the approach taken in DySCAS (DySCAS (–)), in
optimization strategy. The optimization strategy maps the which policy logic was distributed throughout automotive
middleware and control systems, and this served as an
context information into reconfiguration actions.

evaluation testbed for the development of our policy techniques. Our approach of embedding the policy evaluation
and decision-making logic into (software) components is
facilitated by leaving open ’decision points’ at design time,
which are subsequently populated with the appropriate
policy at run time, as illustrated in Fig.1 (Anthony et al.
(2008b)). This increases efficiency and flexibility.

Fig. 1. A generic single software component with an open
decision point left by the designer for embedding
decision making modules
As discussed above, the decision-making system may be
based on policies (which describe the way of how the
context information is processed in order to make up a
decision), but it may also use other techniques such as
fuzzy logic or ANN, and thus the decision points must
be populated with the appropriate configuration files containing a new set of rules for fuzzy logic controller or new
weights for ANN. So, the type of technology used here
is flexible (with respect to resource constraints). We have
developed a component model which is open with respect
to the decision technology used (refer to Fig.1), but our
implementations are based on policies. In practice two
components are required to fill such a decision point: a
Decision Evaluation Module (DEM) containing the evaluation engine, and a Decision Configuration Module (DCM)
containing the decision logic (policy) usually stored in a
physical file. The type of evaluation module is matched
to the configuration module; together they define the behaviour of a specific decision point. A DEM is compiled
offline and is able to take the contextual inputs which
describe the environment and system conditions, together
with a DCM, and return the appropriate result. While
the functionality of a DEM is generally fixed; there may
be many versions of a DCM destined for the same component. The behaviour of a component changes depending on
which of these variants are currently loaded. Also, different
DCMs may require different context information to enact
their desired function. The DEM should be ready before
the software component is required to run. In order to
prevent the dynamic decision making system to negatively
impact on control system integrity or stability, a Dynamic
Wrapper (DW) is used around each DEM. The Dynamic
Wrapper makes it possible to provide a static safe output
of the dynamic decision making system in case of the
dynamic decision evaluation fails (Ward et al. (2008))(Anthony et al. (2008a)).

3.1 AGILE Policy Description Language
In the case of policy-based computing, the core part is a
policy containing the changeable, context-aware strategic
logic for the decision point, expressed as a series of rules
and other constructs. Depending on application domain,
the policy should be written using a Policy Description
Language (PDL) offering the most flexible and efficient
way of expressing dependencies between context information and decisions to be made based on this information.
A PDL should be a compromise between flexibility and
efficiency, because the more efficient (which means optimized for a selected application domain) a PDL becomes,
the less flexible it is (as the flexibility can be achieved only
by some level of generalization).
One of the very good examples of PDL where both, flexibility and efficiency are on a very high level is AGILE
Policy Description Language (Anthony (2006))(Anthony
(–)). AGILE is an XML-based language offering a wide set
of run-time policy objects, of which the decision-making
constructs include Rules, ToleranceRangeChecks and UtilityFunctions. AGILE’s flexibility is further enhanced by
supporting logical guards which can be used to dynamically enable / disable specific rules, as well as indirect
addressing, so for example the weights of a utility function
can be dynamically adjusted according to the outcome of a
specific rule. The ToleranceRangeCheck construct enables
inclusion of deadzones and three-way decision forks within
a single policy statement. Templates allow a specific policy
to be (re) initialized to some known state, by initially
setting the values of the policy’s internal variables. Actions
allow logic statements to be grouped together and named,
thus supporting structuring within policy scripts.
4. THE ARCHITECTURE OF POLICY-SUPERVISED
EXACT STATE OBSERVER
The exact state observers have many features that make
them strong candidates to benefit from integration with
policy-based computing. One such feature is the dependency of the state reconstruction quality on the extent of
disturbances / noise in the input and output signals. In
the ideal case where the system input and output signals
are noiseless, the observation window can be actually as
narrow as possible. This will benefit in shortening of the
computation time required to compute the system state.
However, when disturbances occur in input or output
signals, the state estimate quality decreases. Under these
realistic conditions, the narrower the observation window,
the bigger the state reconstruction error becomes. Naturally, widening of the observation window decreases the
observation error, but it also lengthens the time required
for the state computation. Dynamically choosing the appropriate observation window depending on the level of
disturbances can significantly improve state reconstruction
quality and simultaneously can result in the best possible
real-time performance. This is an ideal scenario for using
a policy which can make context aware decisions at run
time to handle short-term or fast-changing environment
changes, yet can also be replaced with a different policy
version to deal with longer term changes - or deploymentspecific characteristics of environment. Typically the use
of state observer in the control system implies using state

controller. In case of noisy environments the optimal LQR
controller is mostly used as it can be designed taking
into account stochastic measures of the noise. The optimal
control signal is calculated as the linear combination of estimated state variables provided by the policy-supervised
state observer. The structure of a proposed control scheme
with a policy-supervised state obs erver and optimal LQR
state controller is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Control system with Policy-Supervised State Observer
The exact state observers do not have any built-in feature
supporting dynamic reconfiguration and decision making
in response to the environment changes. Thus the only way
to embed such a feature into the exact state observers is to
build sort of hierarchical system by adding an additional
layer of supervision to a set of observers. We achieve this
by integrating a policy technology into the software components, and use policies to select the most appropriate
observer for the given context. The architecture of the
policy-supervised integral state observer is shown in Fig.3.

to limit the influence of the supervision on the overall
system performance it is necessary to use the supervision
as seldom as possible. This can be achieved by event driven
supervision or cyclic supervision.
5. EVALUATION
In this section we present how policy-based computing can
be integrated with the computer control systems as well
as what benefits this can bring from the point of view of
the control quality and the control system performance.
The use of exact state reconstruction is extremely important in various domains. One of the domain may be for example control of chemical processes. In case of distillation
installations it is very important to know exact chemical
composition of the distillation product at different stages
of the process. Because of the process nature it is not
possible to measure directly the composition at desired
point as it might negatively influence the process itself or
it would require using a very expensive equipment. For
example, in order to measure the chemical composition of
a liquid in the distillation column it would be necessary to
use a spectral chromatography. Beside the price of spectral
chromatograph, a much bigger disadvantage may be the
real-time characteristic of the measurement process. In this
case using the exact state reconstruction may be much
more convenient as this can provide sufficient information
for control purposes without any additional expenses or
negative consequences.
5.1 Simulation scenario
For the evaluation purposes the control system structure
shown in Fig.2. was implemented using TS-7260 hardware platform (for more details the reader is directed
to (TechnologicSystems (–)). The control algorithm with
state observer was developed in C programming language.
Additionally the AGILE Lite library (Pelc and Anthony
(2007)) was used in order to provide reconfiguration and
dynamic decision making features. Using the library a single decision point was embedded into the control algorithm
in order to make up decisions about which observer from
set of observers switch to depending on current noise norm.
The controlled system was of second order with description
in state space is given by the following state matrices:
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Fig. 3. Architecture of Policy-Supervised Integral State
Observer
As shown in Fig.3, the policy logic is used to switch
to the most appropriate observer (i.e. to select the one
which guarantees the best quality of state estimate for
given input signal u(t) and output signal y(t) from the set
of available observers taking into account given context
information. Depending on the policy, the observer context information can be for example the state estimation
error, the norm of disturbances, real-time performance
index, etc. In case of hierarchical systems, the natural
consequence of implementation of some additional control
layers within a control system is increased computational
cost, as the supervision itself is time consuming. In order

and the initial conditions were assumed to be:


2
X0 =
−1
The LQR parameters are given by K vector as:


−2.2361
K=
−3.0777
In order to evaluate state reconstruction quality depending
on observer a state estimation index (error) was used
defined as:
ε = x(t) − x̄(t)

where:
- x(t) is the real state,
- x̄(t) is the state estimate.
The tests were conducted as follows:
• for the control purposes three continuous integral
state observers with observation windows of width
0.5s, 1.0s and 4.0s were computed,
• first each observer was used separately in the control
system with LQR controller and the state reconstruction quality was measured,
• then in the same control system all the observers
were used in the switched structure and the state
reconstruction quality was measured; the switching
procedure was sequential beginning from the observer
with the narrowest observation window and finishing
on the observer with the widest observation window
(Byrski and Pelc (2005c));
• and finally all the observer worked in the switched
structure, but the switching process was being determined by three different policies,
• in each case the simulation time was measured additionally in order to determine how the choice of
observer impacts on the control system performance.
Additional assumptions regarding the numerical tests include:
• the simulation time was set to 20s,
• the simulation step and the observers computation
step was set to 0.01s,
• the noise characteristics for input and output noise
was assumed to be exactly the same,
• additional step disturbance was generated after half
of the simulation time.
During the simulation three different policies were used.
Each policy was using one main functional logic block
called ToleranceRangeCheck (Anthony (2006)),(Anthony
(–)). This is a very efficient policy logic construct, specific
to the AGILE policy language. It allows a test to see
if the system lies within a dynamically specifiable tolerance from some goal state, or whether the system is
above or below the goal state, by at least the tolerance
amount. This three-way decision fork is expressed as a
single AGILE statement. During each policy evaluation
a selected Check variable (usually context variable) is
being compared with some Compare value (or variable) in
order to check whether it remains within a margin defined
by Tolerance value. Depending on the checked value, a
specific action can be taken (respectively InZone, ActionHigher and ActionLower ). In the policy used during our
simulation the current noise norm given by environment
variable NoiseNorm is being compared with the fixed ReferenceNorm value and the Tolerance was set to 0.01. Depending on the noise norm an adequate action was called
returning the decision regarding which state observer to
switch to with respect to current environment conditions.
The Tolerance was set to 0.01 for the Policy1, 0.05 for the
Policy2 and 0.03 for Policy3. The Tolerance value is set in
the Template, which can be used to customize (adjust) the
policy operation depending on preferences/needs (i.e. new
Templates can be loaded at run-time, re-initialising control
variables as necessary). The policy is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Policy used during simulation
5.2 Simulation results
For the simulation scenarios described in the previous
subsection we have gained results showing how the control
system works. In Fig.5 one can see the results of the control
process. As the example the state variable x2 was chosen;
in this case the state observer with the observation window
of width 0.5s was used.

Fig. 5. The process of control for the system of rank 2
Fig.6 a-h). show the state estimation error in the control
system with different configurations of state observers used
and with different policies.
In table 1 one can see the simulation time depending on
the state observer configuration.

a)

e)

b)

f)

c)

g)

d)
Fig. 6. Simulation results: the simulation error in case
of the observation window of width: a) T=0.5s, b)
T=1.0s, c) 4.0s d) sequential 0.5s, 1.0s, 4.0s, and the
policy used: e) Policy1, f) Policy2, g) Policy3
Based on the simulation results on one side and on the
control system performance on the other side one can
see, that in some cases (depending on policy) the policy
supervision may even increase the system performance.
This can take place in the situation, when policy is
choosing the observers with narrower observation windows
more often, than observers with wider windows. In general
it is clear that the policy can influence both the system
performance and the state estimate quality.

Table 1. The simulation time depending on the
state observer configuration
Observer configuration
T=0.5s
T=1.0s
T=4.0s
sequential switching T=0.5s, 1.0s, 4.0s
With Policy1
With Policy2
With Policy3

Simulation time [s]
0.233259
0.338827
0.799311
1.407799
1.468031
1.227429
1.228282

6. CONCLUSION
The research presented in this paper was an attempt
of integration of the classical algorithm of integral state
reconstruction with policy-based supervision layer. For
this purpose we have presented an architecture of policysupervised state observer, where the policy-based supervision level was responsible for choosing the most appropriate state observer from the set taking into account current
context information. We thoroughly tested a couple of
very important performance aspects of this hierarchical
system with LQR state observer, i.e. the influence of the
additional layer of supervision on:
• the performance of the control system,
• the quality of state estimate,
• the stability of the closed-loop control system.
As a result of our simulations we have shown that the
presented architecture of policy-supervised state observer
operates properly. Furthermore, the additional level of
policy-based supervision may significantly change the system behavior depending on currently applied policy. The
other aspect of the simulation results was finding out
how much the decision-making system influences the entire control system performance. One can see that the
control system with dynamic decision making may even
work faster, than the static system with fixed switching
mechanism. In order to get some more information about
performance of the decision making system the reader is
directed to (Pelc et al. (2009)).
There is no doubt that the system performance and the
state estimate quality are strongly dependant. This is why
the policies have to be optimized and purpose-made. But
this is also beyond any doubt that introduction of the additional supervision level to the classical state reconstruction
algorithm brings a lot of benefits to the control system
with this kind of observers. But the most desired result of
this kind of modification is increase of flexibility and possibility of adjusting the state reconstruction performance
with respect to any selected control quality index or realtime constraints.
7. OPEN PROBLEMS
In case of computer control systems one of the most
important issues is to ensure that the introduction of
any additional level of supervision does not negatively
influence the system stability or does not decrease its
robustness.
This paper was not targeting these issues specifically,
though our simulations were purposely conducted in the
closed loop system in order to provide at least some

simulation-based evaluation of the system operating. However, the issue of stability or robustness of a policysupervised hierarchical system is a very important issue.
Though there are a number of formal methods that evaluate stability or robustness of any classical control system,
introduction of any additional higher level of supervision
introduces additional degree of freedom and potential
source of problems. Actually, there is no existing formal
method that can be used for the complete validation of
policies which have dynamic context dependent operation;
which leaves a significant space to be filled in. As long as
the policy is simple and is using expert-based knowledge,
it can be easily evaluated in an empirical way. For more
complex policies dealing with many context inputs the
decision making system may become too complex for this
kind of evaluation. Furthermore, the more complex the
policy itself becomes, the easier is to make a (logical)
mistake during its creation. In the result the policy may
not do what it is supposed to.
Without the formal methods of evaluation the use of
policies in the computer/embedded control systems may
be a potential source of the system instability or may in
some way decrease its robustness. Because of this reason
the research of some formal methods of policies validation
has started and will be subject of our further publications.
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